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Jackmillion Casino Australia Bonus points
The first thing to keep in mind is that this is a brand new online slot provider, which first needs to gain experience in order to assert itself in the
iGaming industry. The Jackmillion Casino has not won any awards yet, but this should be just a matter of time. After all, this operator already works
with well-known developers who have already won some awards, such as Play'n GO or also Pragmatic Play, so I award one out of three points in this
category. In the category 'Special Games', this virtual casino receives one out of two points, since Jackmillion Casino has a few slot games to offer in
this category as well.

Secure software and clear Jackmillion Casino website

Of course, the software and the jackmillion.casino website of this operator also play a very decisive role in the Jackmillion Casino rating. First of all, I
have to say that the site gives a very tidy impression. Unfortunately, I could not find out which developer team is responsible for the homepage. The
page is structured in such a way that you can switch to the games section or view the current promotions in the tab at the top. The categories can be
displayed again separately in slots, video poker, table games and live dealer games.

The graphics and sound are absolutely convincing. Some of the most popular software developers contribute their titles to the provider's offer. The
slot games all come from Play'n GO, ELK Studios, Quickspin, Betsoft, Push Gaming, Quickfire by Microgaming, Pragmatic Play, Thunderkick, Big Time
Gaming and many more. I always find it very positive when I notice, like now with the Jackmillion Casino test, that an operator cooperates with
several providers. This ensures that there is enough variety and that the latest slots and games are always available.

Jackmillion Casino payout rates

The payout rates, which are often also called the RTP value (Return to Player), indicate the theoretical value that is paid out to the players when X
amount is deposited. For example, if a slot has an RTP value of 97%, this means that 97 AUD in winnings will be paid out for a deposit of 100 AUD.

My experience in the world of online slot providers has shown me that Jackmillion Casino compares very well to other operators. The average RTP
value of the games gives a percentage of 96.4%. Other operators don't do much better in that regard. What I didn't like so much, however, is that
there are no particular exceptions such as Blood Suckers with 98%. However, since the provider is still so new in this industry, I strongly expect it to
improve in this regard.

Overview of Jackmillion Casino betting limits

An important criterion in the Jackmillion Casino rating concerns the betting limits. After all, they are partly responsible for how high the winnings turn
out to be. The betting limits at the slot machines are so different that you can say: Both new players and high rollers get their money's worth. With
some slots, you can already try your luck from a bet of 0.01 AUD and with other machines you even have the chance to bet 1 AUD per spin like with
the Pink Elephant slot from Thunderkick. Since the operator is constantly expanding its portfolio, the betting limits also change, of course. However,
the legal regulations that have been in place since the new State Treaty on Gambling are decisive.

Jackmillion Casino game offer in numbers

My Jackmillion Casinoexperience with the selection of games has shown me one thing very clearly. The focus of this operator is clearly on slot titles.
Around 600 slots can be found in the provider's portfolio. You will find all categories from classic fruit machines to modern video slots and 3D slot
machines. The themes are just as variable and cover the Egypt theme as well as adventure, for example. If you are looking for an alternative to the
Book of Ra slot from Novoline, you should definitely try Book of Dead from Play'n GO.
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